NEW TESTAMENT SURVEY
Lesson 30 – Paul and the Romans (part 2)

Reading:
☐ Rom. 9-16
☐ James 1-5

A. Some claim Rom. 9:6-24 shows God predestinates certain people to be "vessels of wrath" and others "vessels of mercy". What scriptures would you use to respond?

B. According to Rom. 10, what does it mean to "call on the name of the Lord"?

C. According to Rom. 11:26, explain how will "all Israel" be saved?

D. List seven ways we can live holy according to Rom. 12.

E. What is the relationship between Christians and civil government per Rom. 13?

F. Some claim Rom. 14:1-15:7 teaches "unity in diversity" between Christians who disagree on significant religious topics? How would you respond scripturally?

G. According to Rom. 15, Paul asked the Romans to pray for three things on his behalf. Were their prayers answered?

H. Who was James, to whom did he write, and why?

I. Outline the book of James

J. According to James 1 and 5:7-11, how can we overcome trials and temptations?

K. According to James 1:19-26; 3:1-12; 4:11-17; and 5:8-20, what dangers are associated with the tongue and how can we use it to benefit ourselves & others?